EasyCare® = Easier Outcomes
Joerns RecoverCare prides itself on partnering with our customers to innovate and develop market-leading care solutions that focus on patient injury prevention and caregiver safety. That partnership led us to see if EasyCare could be an even easier choice. The result is enhanced configuration flexibility for effective injury prevention and standardized asset management.

Falls Management…
_Easier than ever!_

EasyCare has a new easier than ever expandability with highly visible, simple and smooth gliding integrated width. Fellow caregivers comment the EasyCare CareWide is “the best in the industry” and providing the benchmark bed system in versatility for care needs today and tomorrow.¹

_“Best on the market” integrated width easier than ever._
No searching for knobs, reaching for pins, searching for lost parts or picking up mattresses. Simply pull and slide.

Drives Standardization
Our configurable beds also encourage standardization by supporting the widest range of facility needs and care protocols, meaning less asset management challenges, lower overall facility costs, reduced workers compensation claims, and improved patient satisfaction surveys. Joerns RecoverCare industry-leading beds are designed for caregiver ease-of-use to deliver safe, effective and efficient patient care.

¹Internal customer panel
Uniquely Easy

Integrated Width

Completely intuitive in its use, no other configurable bed has ever been easier to use. The EasyCare integrated CareWide solution is convenient, simple, and easy to use for facilities care environment and efforts to reduce patient falls by as much as 37% over a standard 36” sleep surface.

Two-Pedal Locking System

Bed mobility doesn’t get any easier than stop and go. Caregivers and staff can avoid strain when repositioning the bed with roll-at-any-height mobility. Have peace of mind with the intuitive foot pedals that all is safe and secure.

Advanced Care Positioning

Advanced Care can be easy for both the patient and caregiver. Joerns Advanced Care Positioning easily delivers optimized patient care, reduced caregiver injury and industry-best low height.

- Auto Transfer Height
- Trendelenburg
- ComfortChair
- Gravity Assist repositioning

Ordering and configuring your bed for your specific needs is Easy-ier than ever too! We’ve made getting a customized EasyCare as easy as 1 - 2 - 3.

1. Select your mobility preference
2. Select your bed positioning option
3. Select your bed options

Your solution is the one that matters. Let’s get started.

Joerns is ready to help you enhance patient care, increase efficiency and improve outcomes with innovative approaches you may not have considered. To get started, contact your Joerns solutions advisor or call 1-800-826-0270, option 1.